The Department of Economics at the University of Bern invites applications for the position of

Professor of Monetary Macroeconomics (associate/full)

Expertise in quantitative macroeconomic methods and monetary theory are a prerequisite. Only individuals with excellent research record and research potential, strong international profile and effective teaching abilities will be considered. Teaching at the BA level can be done in either English or German; teaching at the MA and Ph.D. level is in English. Working conditions and the salary are internationally competitive. The University of Bern is an equal opportunity employer. Women are strongly encouraged to apply. The application deadline is November 12, 2018. The job talks are expected to take place in late November and early December. The earliest starting date is August 2019.

For further information, please contact the chair of the hiring committee Prof. Eric Strobl (eric.strobl@vwi.unibe.ch) or members of the Department’s research group in monetary macroeconomics and visit the Department website at www.vwi.unibe.ch. Applications should contain a short cover letter, a detailed CV that contains information on publications, current research, teaching experience, grants, etc. The application should be sent (as a single PDF-document) to gabriella.winistoerfer@vwi.unibe.ch.